
Name
Specific 
Request

Natural Lake/ 
Shoreline

Clean 
Water/Water 

Quality

Calm/ 
Peaceful 

Area

Access to 
Water/Docks

No More 
Boat Docks

Keep Existing 
Boat Docks

Increase 
Allowed Size 

of Boat 
Docks

Limit the Size 
of Boat 
Docks

Allow Boat 
Docks to be 

Covered

Unused/ 
Unmaintained 

Boat Docks

More Boat 
Docks

More Boat 
Ramps

No More 
Marinas

More 
Reservable 

Spots at 
Campgrounds/
Problem with 
Unoccupied 

Campers 
Taking up 

Spots

Keep Current 
Plan/Alternat

ive 1

Keep Lake 
the Way It is

Alternative 2 - 
Preferred 

Alternative

Too 
Restrictive/ 
Too Many 

Regulations

Path permit 
concerns

Shoreline 
Maintenance

No Floating 
Toilets/Move 

Floating 
Toilets

More 
Enforcement 

of Rules/ 
Patrolling

More/ 
Improved 
Swimming 

Areas/ 
Beaches

Babb X
Garriche X

Robert Edwards X

Jerry Luther

Mike Cormier X
Uecker X

Joe Gay X

Ruth Krotz X

Melinda Neumann X

Virginia Balsano X



T.J. Henwood X

Robert Williams X

Beisenstein X

Jay Ferguson X

Kenton Brown X
Beisenstein #2 X

Barbara Reaves

Frank Wright X

James Davis X X



Lamb X

26 5 2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 4 0 0



Limit Boat 
Size/ 

Speed/Noise

Swim 
Platforms

Allow ATVs 
to Docks

Lake Level
Remove 
Invasive 
Species

Protect 
Native 
Species

Wildlife

Better 
Property 

Markings for 
Hunting/ 

Docks Limit 
Hunting

Improve 
Fishing

Mowing/Incr
ease Mowing 

limitations

More 
Restuarants/

Services

Encourage 
Investment/ 

Economic 
Development

Reassess 
Boundaries

Notes

X

Remove invasive species like 
"privet" below white line; 
protect lakeshore w/o 
damaging beauty.
Want Alternative 1 (no action)
Protecting the shoreline and 
keeping it natural. Shoreline 
appears to be protected in the 
right areas.

X X

I like the ability to remove 
invasive species along the 
shoreline, this is long overdue. I 
would like to see the ability to 
mow 150 feet from habitable 
structures.

X
Public access and preserving 
nature
Stop use of "floating toilets"
I like the preferred alternative 
and recommend that it be 
approved.
I think it is too extreme. I'm all 
for protecting our lake and 
surrounding area, but feel it 
could be done in a more 
moderate form.
Makes us totally unable to have 
a boat dock. We've been in 
Driftwood Shore Estates longer 
than 
anyone . Now that we can 
afford a dock we will be unable 
to have one. We have lots 2, 3, 
4, 6. 7 
,(5 LOTS) 5 lakefront lots on 
Green
Creek and can not get a dock

I trust the Corps to manage the 
lake for the long haul. I want 
my children, grandkids and 
great grandkids to enjoymy lake 
long after I'm gone. The Corps 
knows when the number of 
docks has reached its limit on 
the lake. We havemarinas to 
keep our boats at. Everyone 
that uses the lake should 
respect the fact that it is still a 
very clean lake. I have moved 
two cruisers to the lake. The 
hull of the boat coming from 
Lake of the Ozarks was covered 
in fresh water mussels which 
the Corps will not allow. I paid a 
professional to steam clean 
them off my boat. I just want a 
CLEAN lake and I think you 
know how to that.



X

Thank you for your continued 
efforts to manage Greers Ferry 
Lake in a way that maximizes 
public use and enjoyment, 
while preserving the beautiful 
environment of Greers Ferry 
Lake. I am concerned about the 
timing of the development and 
placement of docks at permit 
Nos. 4360 and 4361. There is a 
very active Bald Eagle nest 
deeper into the cove where 
these docks are permitted. I 
have been observing a mating 
pair of eagles at this same nest 
site for the past 6 years. In that 
time, this pair has fledged 9 
bald eagle chicks. At this time, 
3/10/2020, the pair is exhibiting 
mating behavior around the 
nest site. (Observed 3/10/2020) 
I feel the placement of the 
proposed docks should be 
postponed until at least May, if 
not June of 2020. The eagles 
usually fledge by the end of 
May. I also f  el that there 
should be no further permits 
granted in that particular cove, 
(1) Sailboat restriction (at 
marinas only--why?); (2) No 
easements (Page 10, line 33); 
(3) "75 feet of common
boundary". (Page 10, line 35); 
(4)"property within an LDA (75
feet or more) only eligible for a 
maximum of two slips"; 
(5)(Page 11, line 1) "No permit 
will be issued...endangered 
species location..." Why is a
40-slip dock being allowed 
within a few hundred feet of an 
established eagle's nest? This is 
about 300-400 yards
from our dock.

Against adding 4" mulch on 
paths leading to lake to get LOP 
(adding more "trash" to lake).
Move floating toilets to areas 
that are not in front of private 
homes
Major changes in SMP are 
overreach and completely 
unnecessary. Against 75 ft. 
common boundary and no 
easements.

X LOP request

X

Risk of fire danger from 
wind/storm damage (3-4 years 
ago); Requesting Corps 
inspection every 2-5 years and 
clean up to prevent fires along 
shoreline (dead trees and 
diseased tree removal).
Move floating toilets to areas 
that are not in front of private 
homes
Hard to read handwriting, but I 
think he wants a community 
dock in Diamond Bluff area.



Move floating toilets to areas 
that are not in front of private 
homes; Cited SMP examples of 
why there should not be 
floating toilets on the lake (i.e. 
pg 40 for approved pump out 
locations; these floating 
facilities could facilitate spillage 
into the lake). Also, not notified 
of SMP workshops??

0 0 1 0 2 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0



From: TJ Henwood
To: CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] SMP Comment
Date: Thursday, March 12, 2020 11:40:54 AM

Dear Project Manager(s):
Thank you for your continued efforts to manage Greers Ferry Lake in a way that maximizes public use and
enjoyment, while preserving the beautiful environment of Greers Ferry Lake.
I am concerned about the timing of the development and placement of docks at permit Nos. 4360 and 4361. There is
a very active Bald Eagle nest deeper into the cove where these docks are permitted. I have been observing a mating
pair of eagles at this same nest site for the past 6 years. In that time, this pair has fledged 9 bald eagle chicks. At this
time, 3/10/2020, the pair is exhibiting mating behavior around the nest site. (Observed 3/10/2020)
I feel the placement of the proposed docks should be postponed until at least May, if not June of 2020. The eagles
usually fledge by the end of May.
I also feel that there should be no further permits granted in that particular cove, as long as this Bald Eagle nest is
active.

T.J. Henwood

mailto:chiknstik@gmail.com
mailto:CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP@usace.army.mil


                                                                                                                                    645 Lakefront Road 
                                                                                                                                    Quitman, AR  72131 
                                                                                                                                     23 February 2020 
Greers Ferry Lake Shoreline Management Plan 
 
Two Corps of Engineers public workshops completely failed to make mention of a major project 
affecting Greers Ferry Lake.  This is the approximate half million dollar “floating toilet” project. 
To my knowledge there was never any public notice or involvement before implementing the project. 
 
I understand that the project was developed by Tom Jones of the Arkansas Health Department and  
Lake marina owners.  As marina owners are reluctant to provide restroom facilities for the public it is 
not surprising that they would favor having tax payers provide the facilities and also be paid to 
maintain them.   
 
It would be interesting to know how the Health Dept determined the extent of pollution caused by 
boaters using the lake for a toilet.  It seems normal that persons going for an extended boat ride would 
have the foresight to use a bathroom before boarding a boat.  If the need arises during a boat ride it 
would seem that a boat could make it to shore for relief.  Some boaters (fishermen) carry their own 
equipment for emergencies.  Larger boats that spend more time on the water even have toilets. 
 
I am told that there are already six floating toilets on Greers Ferry Lake at a cost of $67,000 each plus 
installation.  When the leaves fell last Fall I was able to see one of the ugly units across the lake from 
our house.  It is located just offshore from a restricted dock area established to protect a clear shoreline. 
It is difficult to imagine any significant use of the floating toilets.  Neighbors who have a clear view of 
the unit across from me have never seen it used, possibly a boat stopping to see what it was.  With 
limited boating and tourism from about September to April the units would be useless for the greater 
part of the year.  The extremely rare use of the toilets would put the cost of “per use” of the toilets at 
thousands of dollars!!  What kind of idiotic economics is this???  (Oh, its someone elses money) 
Considering when someone does use one of the toilets,  there is no reason to assume that they would 
have relieved themselves into the lake if the floating toilet had not been there!!   
 
If more toilets are needed for boaters and tourists please put them onshore which would be much 
cheaper and easily maintained or put them near the marinas where boaters and tourists are 
concentrated.   
STOP POLLUTING THE LAKE WITH THESE UGLY MONSTROSITIES!!!!!!  
 
 
  
 
   
    
   
 
 
 
  
 
 
  



From: noreply@dma.mil
To: CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP
Subject: Greers Ferry SMP Draft Workshop Comment Form
Date: Saturday, March 7, 2020 10:22:13 AM

Hello Greers Ferry SMP Team:

You have a new comment from: Virginia Balsano

########### Contact Info ###################

Address - 105 Shorthaven Ln Fairfield Bay US 72088

E-Mail - balsanovr@live.com

Phone - 5018844340

########### Score for the Draft Documents: ################

Score: 10

1 = Strongly Disapprove   -   10 = Strongly Approve

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT SMP ##############

I trust the Corps to manage the lake for the long haul. I want my children, grandkids and great grandkids to enjoy
my lake long after I'm gone. The Corps knows when the number of docks has reached its limit on the lake. We have
marinas to keep our boats at. Everyone that uses the lake should respect the fact that it is still a very clean lake. I
have moved two cruisers to the lake. The hull of the boat coming from Lake of the Ozarks was covered in fresh
water mussels which the Corps will not allow. I paid a professional to steam clean them off my boat.

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT EA and FONSI ##########

I just want a CLEAN lake and I think you know how to that.

################## - End of Message - #################

--------------------------
HTTP_CMS_CLIENT_IP:
HTTP_X_ARR_LOG_ID: 367b9688-1e56-4276-81aa-7451e586bb54
HTTP_ORIGIN: Blockedhttps://www.swl.usace.army.mil
HTTP_TRUE_CLIENT_IP: 2600:100b:b10f:2313:1dee:5374:796e:341c

mailto:noreply@dma.mil
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From: noreply@dma.mil
To: CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP
Subject: Greers Ferry SMP Draft Workshop Comment Form
Date: Thursday, March 12, 2020 11:35:18 AM

Hello Greers Ferry SMP Team:

You have a new comment from: TJ Henwppd

########### Contact Info ###################

Address - 380 Valhalla Dr Edgemont US 72044

E-Mail - chiknstik@gmail.com

Phone - 5014138181

########### Score for the Draft Documents: ################

Score: 10

1 = Strongly Disapprove   -   10 = Strongly Approve

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT SMP ##############

I am concerned about the timing of the development and placement of docks at permit Nos. 4360 and 4361. There is
a very active Bald Eagle nest deeper into the cove where these docks are permitted. I have been observing a mating
pair of eagles at this same nest site for the past 6 years. In that time, this pair has fledged 9 bald eagle chicks. At this
time, 3/10/2020, the pair is exhibiting mating behavior around the nest site. (Observed 3/10/2020) I feel the
placement of the proposed docks should be postponed until at least May, if not June of 2020. The eagles usually
flange by the end of May. I also feel that there should be no further permits granted in that particular cove, as long
as this Bald Eagle nest is active.

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT EA and FONSI ##########

As above.

################## - End of Message - #################
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HTTP_CMS_CLIENT_IP:
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HTTP_TRUE_CLIENT_IP: 100.42.147.36
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From: noreply@dma.mil
To: CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP
Subject: Greers Ferry SMP Draft Workshop Comment Form
Date: Friday, February 21, 2020 10:29:07 AM

Hello Greers Ferry SMP Team:

You have a new comment from: Jerry D Luther

########### Contact Info ###################

Address - 1520 lakeshore Heber US 72543

E-Mail - jluther@fleetequip.com

Phone - 901-488-1520

########### Score for the Draft Documents: ################

Score: 10

1 = Strongly Disapprove   -   10 = Strongly Approve

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT SMP ##############

I like the ability to remove invasive species along the shoreline, this is long overdue. I would like to see the ability to
mow 150 feet from habitable structures.

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT EA and FONSI ##########

na

################## - End of Message - #################
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HTTP_CMS_CLIENT_IP:
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From: noreply@dma.mil
To: CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP
Subject: Greers Ferry SMP Draft Workshop Comment Form
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 3:26:19 PM

Hello Greers Ferry SMP Team:

You have a new comment from: Joe Gay

########### Contact Info ###################

Address - 435 Tortoise Bay Road Higden US 72067

E-Mail - fhgay@yahoo.com

Phone - 3144096883

########### Score for the Draft Documents: ################

Score: 8

1 = Strongly Disapprove   -   10 = Strongly Approve

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT SMP ##############

I like the preferred alternative and recommend that it be approved.

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT EA and FONSI ##########

I like the preferred alternative and recommend that it be approved.

################## - End of Message - #################
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HTTP_CMS_CLIENT_IP:
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From: noreply@dma.mil
To: CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP
Subject: Greers Ferry SMP Draft Workshop Comment Form
Date: Monday, March 2, 2020 11:59:21 AM

Hello Greers Ferry SMP Team:

You have a new comment from: Melinda Neumann

########### Contact Info ###################

Address - 750 Cynthia Dr. Sandwich US 60548

E-Mail - driftwood6@hotmail.com

Phone - 8152587964

########### Score for the Draft Documents: ################

Score: 1

1 = Strongly Disapprove   -   10 = Strongly Approve

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT SMP ##############

Makes us totally unable to have a boat dock. We've been in Driftwood Shore Estates longer than anyone . Now that
we can afford a dock we will be unable to have one. We have lots 2, 3, 4, 6. 7 ,(5 LOTS) 5 lakefront lots on Green
Creek and can not get a dock

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT EA and FONSI ##########

See above

################## - End of Message - #################
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From: noreply@dma.mil
To: CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP
Subject: Greers Ferry SMP Draft Workshop Comment Form
Date: Thursday, February 20, 2020 2:22:41 PM

Hello Greers Ferry SMP Team:

You have a new comment from: ROBERT M EDWARDS

########### Contact Info ###################

Address - MS Hernando US 38632

E-Mail - robertmedwards25@yahoo.com

Phone - 6624291667

########### Score for the Draft Documents: ################

Score: 8

1 = Strongly Disapprove   -   10 = Strongly Approve

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT SMP ##############

Protecting the shoreline and keeping it natural.

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT EA and FONSI ##########

Shoreline appears to be protected in the right areas.

################## - End of Message - #################
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HTTP_CMS_CLIENT_IP:
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From: noreply@dma.mil
To: CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP
Subject: Greers Ferry SMP Draft Workshop Comment Form
Date: Thursday, March 12, 2020 10:07:33 AM

Hello Greers Ferry SMP Team:

You have a new comment from: Robert Williams

########### Contact Info ###################

Address - 13621 Beckenham Dr Little Rock US 72212

E-Mail - rwilliams@metrodisaster.com

Phone - 5014138274

########### Score for the Draft Documents: ################

Score: 3

1 = Strongly Disapprove   -   10 = Strongly Approve

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT SMP ##############

"...Sailboats... are not permitted to be moored private docks." (Page, line 15) Why are sailboats restricted? When I
went to the workshop meeting no one had an answer, just speculation. If the five different Corps personnel didn't
know the reason than there is no good reason to have the restriction. I would think that sailboats have less of a
negative impact than any motor boat. Our dock was re-engineered to accept a sailboat with Corps approval and at
considerable expense. I have had a sailboat at our dock for 14+ years. It was mentioned that possibly we could be
grandfathered to permit the sailboat. My issue is that this could change with a whim. Our property is a family lake
house that is currently in my mother's trust (Bryte Williams TTEE). Soon it will be in my trust and eventually
transferred to my son. My fear is that the grandfathered clause would expire with the deed transfer. I view this
property as a family legacy and would like to keep it intact. To move to a public dock would be an unnecessary
hardship in both time (The nearest public dock is about a 30 minute drive) and expense (slip rental). I would propose
that the sailboat restriction be removed from the new management plan. My second issue is the mention of no
easements. (Page 10, line 33) We currently share a 4-slip dock with my neighbor. He has granted us easement
through his property for access. This new plan would seem to prohibit that arrangement. Again there was mention of
being grandfathered in. To avoid being repetitive see above paragraph. Third issue is the "75 feet of common
boundary". (Page 10, line 35) Due to the way our shoreline dock space is mapped out currently we would no longer
qualify for a dock with this change. There is a strange gap in the dock permitted area between myself and our
neighbor. Perhaps the dock plan could be corrected/amended to fill in this gap to resolve this issue? Obviously
losing the dock would severely diminish the value of the real estate. Fourth issue is "property within an LDA (75
feet or more) only eligible for a maximum of two slips" Again we share a 4-slip dock with our neighbor. This is not
an issue but an observation. (Page 11, line 1) "No permit will be issued...endangered species location..." Why is a
40-slip dock being allowed within a few hundred feet of an established eagle's nest? This is about 300-400 yards
from our dock. Thank you for taking the time to consider my thoughts. I look forward to your responses.

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT EA and FONSI ##########

Issue with "slip owners must be adjacent landowners...and have ownership of 75 contiguous feet of common
boundary line within an LDA". Again with the way the lines are drawn with our lines are drawn this would prohibit
our current arrangement.

################## - End of Message - #################

mailto:noreply@dma.mil
mailto:CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP@usace.army.mil
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From: noreply@dma.mil
To: CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP
Subject: Greers Ferry SMP Draft Workshop Comment Form
Date: Sunday, March 1, 2020 12:56:47 PM

Hello Greers Ferry SMP Team:

You have a new comment from: Ruth Krotz

########### Contact Info ###################

Address - 601 Woodlawn #3 Fairfield Bay US 72088

E-Mail - Ruthkrotz1@gmail.com

Phone - 5012949865

########### Score for the Draft Documents: ################

Score: 1

1 = Strongly Disapprove   -   10 = Strongly Approve

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT SMP ##############

I think it is too extreme. I'm all for protecting our lake and surrounding area, but feel it could be done in a more
moderate form.

################## Comments Regarding DRAFT EA and FONSI ##########

Too extreme

################## - End of Message - #################
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From: Rorie, Benny G Jr CIV USARMY CESWL (US)
To: Len Uecker
Cc: CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP
Subject: RE: [Non-DoD Source] SMP workshop
Date: Monday, February 24, 2020 7:12:45 AM
Attachments: Floating toilets comment.odt

Mr. Uecker,

Sorry you can't make the meeting. I am forwarding your comments to the SMP comment box with this email.

Hope you are doing well.

Here is a link to the SMP Update website: https://www.swl.usace.army.mil/Missions/Planning/Greers-Ferry-Lake-
Shoreline-Management-Plan/

Regards,
Benny

Benny Rorie
Operations Project Manager / COR
Greers Ferry Lake
Direct # 501-340-1901
Fax: 501-324-6985

-----Original Message-----
From: Len Uecker [mailto:lenpat645@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2020 9:59 PM
To: Rorie, Benny G Jr CIV USARMY CESWL (US) <Benny.G.Rorie@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] SMP workshop

I won't be able to be at the Monday workshop.
I am unable to access the website for comment but think some serious consideration should be taken to curtail the
wasteful and detrimental floating toilet project!!!
The public is entitled to know of this lake degradation.

I will try to send a copy of my comment with this email

mailto:Benny.G.Rorie@usace.army.mil
mailto:lenpat645@gmail.com
mailto:CESWL-GreersFerryLakeSMP@usace.army.mil
https://www.swl.usace.army.mil/Missions/Planning/Greers-Ferry-Lake-Shoreline-Management-Plan/
https://www.swl.usace.army.mil/Missions/Planning/Greers-Ferry-Lake-Shoreline-Management-Plan/
mailto:lenpat645@gmail.com

 645 Lakefront Road

 Quitman, AR  72131

  23 February 2020

Greers Ferry Lake Shoreline Management Plan



Two Corps of Engineers public workshops completely failed to make mention of a major project affecting Greers Ferry Lake.  This is the approximate half million dollar “floating toilet” project.

To my knowledge there was never any public notice or involvement before implementing the project.



I understand that the project was developed by Tom Jones of the Arkansas Health Department and 

Lake marina owners.  As marina owners are reluctant to provide restroom facilities for the public it is not surprising that they would favor having tax payers provide the facilities and also be paid to maintain them.  



It would be interesting to know how the Health Dept determined the extent of pollution caused by boaters using the lake for a toilet.  It seems normal that persons going for an extended boat ride would have the foresight to use a bathroom before boarding a boat.  If the need arises during a boat ride it would seem that a boat could make it to shore for relief.  Some boaters (fishermen) carry their own equipment for emergencies.  Larger boats that spend more time on the water even have toilets.



I am told that there are already six floating toilets on Greers Ferry Lake at a cost of $67,000 each plus installation.  When the leaves fell last Fall I was able to see one of the ugly units across the lake from our house.  It is located just offshore from a restricted dock area established to protect a clear shoreline.

It is difficult to imagine any significant use of the floating toilets.  Neighbors who have a clear view of the unit across from me have never seen it used, possibly a boat stopping to see what it was.  With limited boating and tourism from about September to April the units would be useless for the greater part of the year.  The extremely rare use of the toilets would put the cost of “per use” of the toilets at thousands of dollars!!  What kind of idiotic economics is this???  (Oh, its someone elses money)

Considering when someone does use one of the toilets,  there is no reason to assume that they would have relieved themselves into the lake if the floating toilet had not been there!!  



If more toilets are needed for boaters and tourists please put them onshore which would be much cheaper and easily maintained or put them near the marinas where boaters and tourists are concentrated.  

STOP POLLUTING THE LAKE WITH THESE UGLY MONSTROSITIES!!!!!! 
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